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ABSTRACT

A novel modified Arcan test rig has been developed for testing the combined loading performance of bolted joints in composite laminates. The fixture was designed to complement existing bearing test standards (ASTM D5961) and pull-through test standards (ASTM D7332). A mixed-mode loading fixture for bolted joints in composite laminates fills a crucial niche after it was identified that interactions between pull-through and bearing failure modes can potentially reduce the overall joint performance and lead to anti-conservative designs.

The test fixture was benchmarked against ASTM standards and was found to reliably reproduce pull-through failure behaviour observed during D7332 (Proc. B) testing. Further work is underway to benchmark the new rig against D5961 (Proc. C).

A test program is reported in which bolted joint specimens were loaded at various mixed-mode ratios between pure bearing and pure pull-through. It was found that the initial failure load joint well predicted by a quadratic mode-mixing rule. Ultimate failure load however, was considerably over-predicted by a quadratic mode-mixing rule which could lead to anti-conservative predictions, particularly for dynamic systems in which joints completely fail.

Based on the success of the preliminary testing, there is a strong case for further development and benchmarking of the new test fixture. There is scope for this fixture to be added to the suit of accepted test standards for bolted joints in composite structures.

1 INTRODUCTION

Composite structures are predominantly mechanically fastened. Despite the associated reduction in mechanical efficiency associated with drilling and fastening structures, bolted joints still offer a level of reliability which is not attainable with bonded joints. It is critical that failure of bolted joints in composite structures is well characterised, and can be predicted, to allow for more efficient structural design and shorter product development cycles.

To date, most standardised mechanical testing of bolted joints in composites is conducted using well-established bearing (ASTM D5961) [1] and pull-through (ASTM D7332) [2] tests. The standard tests fail to capture critical interactions between the different joint failure modes, especially the interaction between bearing and pull-through failure [3]. There are many critical load states in composite airframes in which joints are simultaneously subjected to significant bearing (shear) and pull-through (tensile) loads. Heimbs et al. [4] demonstrated that mixed mode failures are present in many, if not most, bolted joint configurations. It is possible, probably likely [3], that the mixed-mode failure load is lower than both the bearing and pull-through design loads individually. It is therefore critical that combined (mix-mode) failure of bolted joints can be investigated in a rigorous as repeatable way.

This paper presents a novel test fixture, inspired by the classic ARCAN rig, for combined loading of bolted composite joints. The test fixture allows a composite bolted joint specimen to be exposed to a range of loading configurations including pure pull-through, pure bearing, or a combination of the two. The results of two test programs are presented; one using a woven carbon fibre fabric composite (IM7/977-3) laminate and one using a unidirectional carbon fibre composite (T700/VTM264).
2 ARCAN TEST FIXTURE

2.1 Design Constraints

The classic ARCAN test [5] has been used to characterise mixed-mode failure of composite laminates [6]. This fixture has inspired many similar fixtures for mixed-mode mechanical testing of, among others, adhesives [7] and mechanical fasteners [8].

As outlined in the introduction, there was a need to investigate the failure of bolted joints in composite laminates under a combination of pull-through and bearing loads; a new test fixture was required. For the new fixture, several design constraints were imposed to limit complexity:

- Only single-fastener tests would be considered.
- The same specimen configuration would be used for all loading conditions (pull-through, bearing and combined).
- The same specimen clamping conditions would be used for all loading configurations.
- The test would be designed to consider localised failure only (bearing, pull-through, fastener failures). Joint failures related to fastener spacing and location would be ignored (net-tension failure, shear-out failure).
- In order to achieve similar loading conditions between pull-through and bearing cases, only one laminate would be included in the test. The other side of the fastener would be connected directly to the test fixtures (similar to ASTM D5961 - Procedure C).

2.2 Fixture Geometry

An ARCAN-style configuration for the test was chosen for the ability to apply multiple load cases with the same specimen configuration. A design for the bolted joint ARCAN test fixture [9] is shown in Figure 1. The central section, including the two semi-circular plates, can be rotated relative to the vertical loading axis to apply combined loading conditions. The loading holes are aligned radially with a single datum point, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Bolted joint ARCAN test fixture design
Figure 2: ARCAN plate loading directions
2.3 Combined Loading

It is natural to assign an angular coordinate to the combined loading condition. The reference configuration (bearing) is referred to as a 0° test and the pull-through condition is referred to as a 90° test. Five combined loading configurations are spaced at 15° intervals, as shown in Figure 2.

2.4 Specimen Configuration

The test specimens were square carbon fibre composite plates with 100x100mm external dimensions. The thickness of the specimen was dependent on the study, and is described later. The test fixture was designed to accommodate specimens of a range of thicknesses, without modification.

A central hole was drilled in each specimen using a one-shot drill-reamer. The hole accommodated a central bolt which was used to fasten the composite plate to a steel loading plate. A cross-section of the assembled specimen is shown in Figure 3. The specimen was aligned in the fixture such that the ARCAN datum aligned with the intersection of the top specimen face and the central axis of the bolt, as shown.

Figure 3: Assembled bolted joint specimen for ARCAN testing

All results reported in this paper share the following common parameters:

- Specimen hole diameter: 6.35mm (0.25“)
- Bolt specification: Hi-Lok HL 1012-8-8 (see Figure 4)
  - Diameter: 6.35mm
  - Material: Ti-6Al-4V
  - Head: Protruding
- Collar specification: Hi-Lok HL198V8 (see Figure 4)
  - Pretorque: 10 Nm

2.5 Clamping and Assembly

The specimen was clamped between two 10mm steel plates with an internal hole diameter of 60mm (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Hi-Lok fastener: (a) HL 1012-8-8 pin and (b) HL 198V8 collar

Figure 5: Specimen clamping assembly
A guide plate provided a datum for the specimen and restricted specimen motion in the 0° (bearing) direction. The two plates where then pinned to one half of the ARCAN fixture. The loading plate was assembled to the other half of the ARCAN fixture. A schematic of the full assembly is shown in Figure 6.

The physical assembly is shown in Figure 7. Three different loading configurations are shown.
3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

3.1 Fabric Composite Study

This study investigated a prepreg fabric composite laminate (IM7/CYCOM977-3, 5 Harness Satin). Specimens were taken from a 16 ply, 600x600mm plate with a stacking sequence of [[±45/0/90]],₄. The average cured specimen thickness was 3.32mm which satisfied the thickness requirements of ASTM D7332 and D5961. Eighteen 100x100mm specimens were cut using a waterjet cutter.

The specimens were tested at various loading angles, as described by the test matrix in Table 1.

Table 1: Test matrix for study of fabric composite specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Number of specimens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0° (Bearing)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15°</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45°</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75°</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° (Pull-through)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 UD Study

This study investigated a prepreg UD tape laminate (T700/VTM264). Specimens were taken from two 16 ply, 400x400mm plates with stacking sequence [±45/0/90]₂. The averaged specimen thickness was 3.38mm. A total of 15 specimens were cut from the panels using a diamond wheel.

The specimens were tested at various loading angles, as described by the test matrix in Table 2. In order to benchmark the test results against existing ASTM standards, four specimens were tested in the ASTM D5961 (Procedure B) configuration and four were tested according to D7332 (Procedure B). The apparatus for the D7332 test is shown in Figure 8.

Table 2: Test matrix for study of UD composite specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Number of specimens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0° (Bearing)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45°</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° (Pull-through)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTM D5961-B</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTM D7332-B</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Testing Parameters and Data Acquisition

For all ARCAN and D5961 experiments, tensile load was applied using a 500kN servo-hydraulic INSTRON 8804 universal testing machine. Load data was acquired from a 500kN load cell.

For D7332 experiments, load was applied using a dual column 50kN electro-mechanical INSTRON 3369. Load data was acquired from a 50kN load cell.

In all tests, the cross-head was displaced at 1mm/min. Cross-head displacement was used to determine the relative joint deflection in the absence of a direct measurement system for the ARCAN fixture. Dial gauges were used to measure the deflection directly for some tests but were too cumbersome to use generally. A comparison of the dial gauge and cross-head results indicated that some slack existed in all fixtures under low loads. Once the load exceeded 6kN, however, the cross-head and dial gauges were in 1:1 agreement; indicating that the fixture and testing machine were far stiffer than the specimen. Deflection axes in the results were adjusted to remove the initial fixture slack, as described later.
4 RESULTS

4.1 Results processing

As described above, cross-head displacement was used as a displacement measure for the test results. The load-displacement results were processed to remove the effect of slack in the test rig. The linear region of the load curve was extrapolated, as shown in Figure 9. The displacement origin of all results presented here was adjusted such that the x-intercept of the linear fit intercepted the origin.

Figure 8: ASTM D7332 test fixture using the grip plate from the ARCAN rig

Figure 9: Displacement correction applied to all test data
4.2 Fabric Composite Study

This study investigated fabric composite specimens loaded at various combined loading angles. Sample load-displacement results from each load angle are shown in Figure 10.

![Graph showing load-displacement results](image)

Figure 10: ARCAN test data for IM7/977-3 specimens (one sample at each angle)

Upon inspection, the majority of the results aligned with the typical behaviour expected for ASTM D7332 specimens: Initial linear region including some sub-critical damage, significant failure event with an associated load drop, a peak load which exceeded the initial failure load, and finally a rupture event or very significant load drop.

![Graph showing characteristic failure curve](image)

Figure 11: Characteristic failure curve for ASTM D7332 specimens [2]
The failure load and maximum load were extracted for every specimen. Using the loading angle, an in-plane component and an out-of-plane (normal) component were projected for both load levels. The full data set is shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12: Initial failure load (blue) and peak failure load (red) as a function of in-plane bearing load and normal pull-through loads](image)

It was found that, to a first approximation, the failure load of the joints was well predicted by a quadratic function, as shown in Equation 1.

\[
\left(\frac{f_n}{F_{PT}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{f_s}{F_B}\right)^2 = 1
\]

(1)

where \(f_n\) and \(f_s\) are the applied normal and shear forces and \(F_{PT}\) and \(F_B\) are the measured critical pull-through and bearing loads, respectively. The equation is represented as a dashed blue line in Figure 12. It was also found that the maximum load was considerably over-predicted by a quadratic relationship; indicating that there is interaction between the bearing and pull-through damage.

External specimen damage was investigated. A selection of cases is shown in Table 3. Damage for combined loading specimens appeared to be intermediate between bearing and pull-through, with damage features of both idealised cases. Further work is underway to investigate the damage characteristics in more detail.

4.3 UD Study

The test fixture was benchmarked against accepted ASTM standard test methods. ARCAN bearing tests are compared with ASTM D5961 (Proc. B) in Figure 13. Similarly, ARCAN pull-through tests are compared to ASTM D7332 (Proc. B) in Figure 14.

There is a significant difference between the loading conditions of ASTM D5961 (Proc. B) and the new ARCAN fixture, hence the load-displacement curves are not directly comparable. Despite the differences, similar maximum loads were attained. A more apt comparison for benchmarking purposes is ASTM D5961 (Proc. C), which includes a one-sided joint. This study is underway.

There is a subtle difference in the specimen clamping between the new ARCAN bearing test and ASTM D7332 (Proc. B); the ARCAN case is fully clamped, as opposed to simply supported at the hole edge in the ASTM case. The clamping differences result in an initial modulus difference, yet after some sub-critical damage, the specimens behave nearly identically.
Table 3: External specimen damage for various loading angles
(Bearing side of hole is toward the top of the page)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Collar side</th>
<th>Protruding head side</th>
<th>Edge view</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (Bearing)</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 (Pull-through)</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: ARCAN 0° tests vs ASTM D5961-B
Figure 14: ARCAN 90° tests vs ASTM D7332-B
For comparison with Figure 10, a bearing, combined and pull-through result are shown in Figure 15.

![Graph showing load vs displacement for different test configurations](image_url)

Figure 15: ARCAN test data for T700/VTM264 specimens (one sample at each angle)

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A novel test fixture has been proposed to investigate combined loading of bolted joints in composite structures, based on an ARCAN-style testing configuration. The fixture does not supersede the existing test standards (ASTM D5961 and D7332), but has been designed to be a compatible test configuration. A major advantage of the proposed test is the direct comparison between bearing and pull-through tests with an identical specimen configuration.

The fixture was benchmarked against existing ASTM testing standards in the bearing and pull-through configuration. It was shown that in the pull-through configuration, very similar results were achieved to ASTM D7332 (Proc. B). Agreement between the ARCAN bearing configuration and ASTM D5961 (Proc. B) was less direct, as specimen configurations differ significantly. Work is underway to compare the current results with those obtained from ASTM D5961 (Proc. C), which is a more direct test comparison.

A significant finding of this work is that combined loading results in intermediate failure modes (Table 3) and intermediate failure loads (Figure 12). The failure loads were well predicted by a quadratic (elliptical) failure model, as described by Equation 1.

An interesting finding was that the maximum joint load (post initial failure) was considerably over-predicted by a quadratic relationship, indicating that there is considerable interaction between the bearing and pull-through damage. This finding has implications for ultimate structural performance prediction, as the pure bearing and pure pull-through tests are anti-conservative. For applications such as crashworthiness, in which the ultimate load and energy absorption of failing joints is vital to predicting the overall structural performance, these findings have particular importance.
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